The Wheel of Ascension
Excerpt of Ch. 4, The Book of Levels
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4. Wheel of Ascension
“So Esther drew near and touched the top of the Scepter.” Est. 5:2
Prophecy contains the sacred language patterns that beckon the soul into the “supernal pattern,” into
direct perception of Truth.
Biblical descriptions of a “chariot” are sometimes used as a symbol of the vehicle that can open
consciousness to experience the translation through varying dimensions of time (and can even involve
physical bilocation).
The activity of the vehicle initially involves “crossing the wilderness,” the fourth dimensional time
coordinate.1
The Book of Numbers is titled the Bemidbar, “in the wilderness,” and provides numerical codings
associated with the crossing of the 4-D plane of consciousness into the higher realms. This “crossing”
involves understanding the “counting” or numbering of days (such as seven days, seven weeks etc.).
Ps. 90: 12, “Teach us to number our days that we may apply our hearts to wisdom.”2
The Wheel of Ascension Template shows the sides of the square as representing the total number of years
of the Precession of the Equinoxes. The corresponding circle (of equal area) gives the decimal equivalent
of the circumference of the full design Capstone perimeter and speed of the moon in mph (in this case, as
the perimeter of a circle instead of the square Capstone base).
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The crossing of the wilderness or “exodus” is symbolized by the gematria of 40, as in the 40 years the
Israelites were in the wilderness, the 40 days of Lent, “fourth dimension,” etc., and is encoded as the
number of chapters in the Book of Exodus: 40.
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This verse has the gematria value of the Gr. word for “resurrection,” anastasis, αναστασις.
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The Wheel of Ascension
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The Wheel of Ascension
The placement of sixty Hebrew letters around the outer wheel of the Template corresponds to sixty
minutes of a clock face. These Hebrew letters, as numbers, are the sixty digits from the Fibonacci series
described below. There are four zeroes in this sequence and they occur precisely at each of the four
directions and are therefore not shown. They are instead symbolized as the four open gates of the
cardinal points.
“Look! It is his couch, the one belonging to Solomon. Sixty mighty men are all around it, from the
mighty men of Israel,” Song of Solomon 3: 73
The Phi ratio or “golden proportion” appears in nature and can be approximated through a series of whole
numbers called the Fibonacci sequence. The Fibonacci sequence of numbers is simply a whole number
made from adding the previous two in the series, thus begin with 1 and add 1 to get 2, then add the
previous 1 with the 2 and get 3, add the 2 and 3 to get the next in the series which is 5 etc. The ratio of
the numbers (after the first few) closely approximates the phi ratio (1.618).
This “golden proportion” is a divine proportion, one facilitating harmonious creation of form that reflects
the ability of consciousness to be self-referencing as well as ever connected to Source and the parent
Image. Our body and our consciousness are based on this golden proportion because it allows both
growth and the nesting of information while maintaining symmetry of the form.
The golden proportion is foundational to life in the way it generates sustainable growth patterns such as
seen in a nautilus shell. Moreover the phi ratio relates to consciousness itself.
The spiral shape of the ear and cochlea, for example, are related to our experience of hearing; vibrations
of varying time or duration processed through phi shapes of the ear are then interpreted as sound. Phi
patterns in music are considered pleasing and stimulating.
Continuing the Fibonacci number sequence started above (1,1,2,3,5,8,13…), a repeating sequence occurs.
The last digits of the Fibonacci sequence form a pattern as shown in the chart below.
These last digits of each Fibonacci number repeat in a set of sixty numbers and continue to repeat as a set
of sixty to infinity. No matter how large the numbers get, the last digit will predictably be the same set of
sixty numbers.
By applying this pattern to the sixty minutes of a clock new patterns emerge identifying a relationship
between the growth patterns in living things with the encoding of time in the human experience.
The sixty numbers of the pattern are written as Heb. letters around the wheel on the Wheel of Ascension
Template on the previous page.
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This verse has gem. 3030. In the progression beyond 1010 and 2020 (the gematria values of the
phrase “after the Order of Melchizedek” in both Hb. and Gr. respectively), note that 3030 equals the N.T.
phrase “the Son of Man.” (Jn. 12:23, Lu. 12:40). Moreover, the Order of Melchizedek is after the Order of
the Son of God.
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The center column is the Fibonacci number. The right column shows only the last digit
of each Fibonacci number. The same set of sixty last digits continue to repeat.

In the next illustration, the sequence of 60 last digits is placed around a wheel representing the minute
points on a clock face. Another pattern emerges. The zeroes become the four cardinal points of a
compass, equivalent to the 12, 3, 6, and 9 o’clock positions of the clock, and the remaining hour points
are all marked by fives as highlighted by the squares in the “clock” picture below.
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There are eight 5’s totaling forty, a cipher for the
4th dimension of time. This is exemplified in the
number of chapters (40) in the Book of Exodus,
the forty days of lent, and the 40 years in the
wilderness. The term “wilderness” refers to the
4-D plane, which must be “crossed.”4
In the next example below the Fibonacci
sequence as time pattern reveals further
dynamics of relating Phi to time. At each of the
four cardinal points there exists a triple number
sequence around the zero. When all these
twelve numbers are totaled, the sum equals the
number of seconds and minutes, sixty once
again. Except for the four zeros, adding any
number to the one on the opposite side of the
clock yields 10.

The last two digits of the Fibonacci sequence repeat every 300 terms, the last three digits every 1,500, the
last four every 15,000 etc. Related patterns thus develop by placing every 5th Fibonacci number at the
points of the clock, then every 25th, 125th, 625th, etc.
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40 years is also 14610 days, cipher for the Sothic cycle (of 1,461 Egyptian or Mayan “Haab” years
containing 365 days each).
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Precession of the Equinoxes
Indicated in the mathematics of the Templates for this chapter is the cycle of time known as the
Precession of the Equinoxes. The “precession” is the approx. 25,920-years it takes to move back through
all twelve divisions of the fixed stars of the ecliptic (the 12 Zodiacal constellations).
Knowledge of this cycle was part of an initiatory process in the ancient temple work; it orients and
expands the consciousness of the initiate with respect to the “throne” of our next universe, the Pleiades
star cluster.
Job 38:31, “Can you tie fast the bonds of the Kimah (Pleiades) constellation? Or can you loosen the very
cords of the Kesil (Orion) constellation?”
32 “Can you bring forth the Mazzaroth [Zodiac] in its appointed time? And as for the Ash constellation
(Arcturus, the “good shepherd”), alongside its sons, can you conduct them?”
33 “Have you come to know the statutes of the heavens?”
The purpose of the ancient initiation was to open the time-locks in the mind.
The Hebrew divisions of an hour, halakim, are a direct link to this precession cycle as shown in the chart
below. The Hebrew hour is divided into 1080 halakim which corresponds to the number of miles of
radius of the moon and the half of the number of years required to pass through a Zodiacal sign. Also
shown in the chart below are other time measurement patterns and correlations to the same body of sacred
measure.

Hebrew:
“Seconds” per hour =
1080 Chalakim.

4 hrs. =

8 hrs.

4320

= 8640

Egyptian Days:
Minutes
1440 (1 day)

Mayan Baktun:
Days
144000 1 baktun

2880

288000

4320

(3 days)

432000

Sun radius

Vedic Yugas:
Years

432000

5760

576000 gem. pneuma, “spirit.”

7200

720000

8640

(6 days)

864000

Sun dia.

10080

(7 days)

1008000

Stonehenge diameter

11520

1152000

(eight baktuns)

12 hrs. = 12960

12960

1296000

1296000

16 hrs. = 17280

17280

1728000

1728000

20 hrs. = 21600

21600

2160000

Moon diameter

24 hrs. = 25920

25920 (18 days)

2592000

Precession “Great Year”
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864000

The Merkabah or Light Vehicle is associated with the sphere on the Tree of Life called “Netzach”
meaning “Victory.” The word netzach has a gematria of 37 x 4 (the four directions). 37 x 37 = the Gr.
phrase “Ikon Theou,” the Image of God. The chart below shows the power of the number 37 within the
functions of Merkabah, the Vehicle of Light. Multiples of 37 are coded on the spokes of the Wheel of
Ascension Template (p. 3 above).

“Triple Power” Gematria Within Vehicle of Time Translation
1+1+1

x 37

= 111

Perimeter of Capstone in Royal Cubits

2+2+2

x 37

= 222

Hb. Gem of “Rokeb,” rider (of Chariot/Vehicle)

3+3+3

x 37

= 333

Trinity

4+4+4

x 37

= 444

“Sanctuary” in Hebrew

5+5+5

x 37

= 555

Gr. Gem. of “Dunamin,” higher power, in Lu. 24: 49

6+6+6

x 37

= 666

Name of beast in Revelation, half of 1332, see below

7+7+7

x 37

= 777

Initiation

x 37

= 888

Gem. of name “Iesous” in Greek New Testament

9+9+9

x 37

= 999

Reverses entropy

10+10+10

x 37

= 1110

Inner four square DNA-RNA mathematic.

11+11+11

x 37

= 1221

“33” x 37 Sofit value “mountains of Zion” הררי ציון

12+12+12 (36)

x 37

= 1332

13+13+13

x 37

= 1443

Gematria of “Alpha” and “Ω” (532 + 800)
As “36 x 37” this links this table with the one above.
13 x 111 Gem. of “Woe,woe,woe,” Rev. 8: 13

40
x 37
(Number of Chapters
in Exodus).

= 1480

Gematria of “Christos” in New Testament
Gem. Ps. 61: 4, “I will abide in thy tabernacle for ever:
I will trust in the covert of thy wings. Selah.”

14+14+14

x 37

= 1554

15+15+15

x 37

= 1665

(Numerical pattern showing a rotational quality of
Merkabah. Add first and last digit to make triple)

16+16+16

x 37

= 1776

Gem. of Gen. 1: 4, God saw the light, that it was good.

17+17+17

x 37

= 1887

18+18+18

x 37

= 1998

Gem. of Job 37: 23, Shaddai is excellent in power:
koach. Gr. “Daughters of Jerusalem.”
Gem. value of first five words of Holy Bible

19+19+19

x 37

= 2109

Gem. of Josh. 3: 11, “...Ark of the Covenant passes…”

20+20+20 (60)

x 37

= 2220

64 (DNA grid)

x 37

= 2368

Gematria of whole sentence “I am Alpha and Ω.” Also
“Christ-bearer,” “John the Baptist,” and grain of wheat.
“Iesous Christos”

73

x 37

= 2701

8+8+8

(24)

Gem. value of first verse of Holy Bible, Gen. 1:1.
Both 73 and 37 are figurate star numbers.
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